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second possibility, which rests on the chance of human error and
is accordingly more mundane, we believe more probable. When
the earlier version of the Erchia calendar was being revised, it
involved, as Dow has suggested, a considerable reworking, with
very careful alignment of sacrifices, in order to produce equality of
cost, number and type of victim, as weIl as type of recipient deity
(olympian or epichoric) among the columns. This implies an intermediary draft and a (clean) copy from which the mason was to
work. We conjecture that those who revised the original calendar
noted in their draft copy the substitution of victims they made, as
an aid in constructing the new version. It would not, however,
have been politic to publish on stone notation of these substitutions for the celebrants to see - and regret. These were then notes
for the revisers, to be expunged when a cleaner and final copy was
made from which the mason was to work. Inadvertently, however, one instance of aV1:LßoUI:; was left in the mason's copy, much
in the same way that the inconcinnity of bd wü alnoü ßw~oü
escaped correction in column A for the sacrifice to Semele. The
dutiful stone-cutter, of course, inscribed what he had before hirn.
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THE MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
FOR THE ARISTIDES QUINTILIANUS
AND BRYENNIUS INTERPOLATIONS
IN CLEONIDES' EILArQrH APMONIKH
In his standard edition of Cleonides daaywyi] aQ~ovLxf]l),
Carl von Jan cites as authority for the interpolations from Aristides Quintilianus and Manuel Bryennius two manuscripts designated as 'Vulcanius' and 'Possevinus'. The former of these two
1) Musici scriptores graeci (Leipzig 1895) 179-207; (reprint: Hildesheim
1962). The text is reissued with several printing errors corrected in Heinrich
Menge, Euclidis Phaenomena et scripta musica, vol. VIII of J. L. Heiberg and
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should no longer be considered the most authoritative source for
this part of the Cleonides tradition, for 'Vulcanius', that is, Lugdunensis Perizonianus F.41 2 ), can be shown to contain aversion
inferior to that found in another manuscript, Mediolanensis Ambrosianus gr. 768 (& 135 supplement). In addition, Jan failed to
distinguish between two different groupings of manuscripts which
contain the interpolations. Lastly, the hyparchetypes of 'Possevinus' (= Vaticanus gr. 1341)3) and Mediolanensis Ambrosianus
gr. 768 can be shown to be affiliated with the hyparchetype of MI,
a correcting hand in one of the three twelfth-century manuscripts
that preserve the dauywylj UQ!!OVLXT), and pI Cl , the correcting
hands in the other two twelfth-century manuscripts which contain
the treatise. As a result, several readings in Jan's apparatus can be
corroborated or clarified, and a number of new variants can be
added.
In all there are six manuscripts which contain the Aristides
Quintilianus and Bryennius interpolations
Lugdunensis
Perizonianus F.41 (olim Lugdunensis 135), Mediolanensis Ambrosianus gr. 768 (& 135 supp.), Parisinus Supplementarius gr.
195, Parisinus Supplementarius gr. 449 (olim R. B. 2502, 1839),
Vaticanus gr. 1341, and Vaticanus gr. 1346 4 ). The Possevinus manuscript belongs to the fourteenth or possibly fifteenth century, the
t\\'o Parisian 1l1.II1U'LTipl' 10 IhL' lillCClllh. and t11L' \\t1canian (Lugdunensis Perizonianus f. 41), Milanese and probably the other
Roman codex to the sixteenth. Each of these seven manuscripts
shares the following interpolations. Most conspicuous is their
ceasing transmission of the treatise at 207.7 (cpwvli~) and then substituting a parallel passage from Aristides (28.10-30.17 Winnington-Ingram). They add other passages from Aristides and Bryennius at 185.15 (post UJtEQßOAULWV: add. A. Q. 8.3-9.12), 186.21

Menge, eds., Euclidis Opera omnia (Leipzig 1916) 186-223; cf. 179.1 (apparatus),
180.12,180.13,181.18,183,20,188.1,189.9,192.20, 198.12,204.11, and 205.17.
Menge neglected to correct the errors at 189.3 and 193.11; also, he added correcdy
at 193.5.
2) (olim Lugdunensis 135), written by Bonaventura Vulcanius in the sixteenth century. Fo\. Iv-13v contain the treatise (attributed to Anonymous). For
the last major edition before Jan's, that of Marcus Meibom, Antiquae musicae
auctores septem I (Amsterdam 1642) 41-68, this was one of several codices collated; Meibom's text reappears in D. Gregorius, Euclidis Quae supersunt omnia
Lw~6fLEva) (Oxford 1703) 533-543.
(EuxAEiöou
3) Fo\. 177r-184r, attributed to Euclid.
4) Jan omitted collation of Mediolanensis Ambrosianus gr. 768 entirely.
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(post XQw!tanxil: add. A.Q. 9.15-10.15), 190.11 (post Otwvov:
add. A. Q. 12.6-12.8), 187.20 (post ßaQUtyp:L: add. Bry.
100.14-100.21 Jonker), and 189.6 (post ö!tota: add. Bry.
102.19-102.20)5). Each of the six also shares the following significant errors 187.20 xQUott:; Mo] ouoiv; 188.1 oLmpWVta - axoilv
(188.2) om.; 201.6 JtaQa!tEG'Y]t:; bti !tEG'Y]v] !tEG'Y]t:; bti JtaQa!tEG'Y]v;
203.11 WV 6 ßaQUtEQot:;] öt:;; et al.
Once these six manuscripts have been separated from the
other forty-three which comain the treatise, they can be separated
imo two groups by author attribution 6 ) and other significam errors. The first two manuscripts, Lugdunensis 41 and Mediolanensis 768, are attributed to Anonymous, the others to Euclid. These
two groups of manuscripts interpolated with Aristides and Bryennius also reveal significant differences from each other at 179.5
EX6vtwv] EXOV (Anonymous group); 179.9 nEQi cp{}6yywv xai tWV
AOtJtwvadd. Anonymous group, mQi cp~6yyou xai tWV AOLnwv add.
Euclid group; 183.15 ÖLE~EUy!tEVWV] GUV'Y]!t!tEVWV (Euclid group);
191.5 XEXA'Y]tat] XEXA'Y]Vtat (Anonymous group), XEXQ'Y]taL Euclid
group; 200.5 tOU om. Anonymous group; and 204.12 naQ<lAA'Y]AOL
- tQL'Y]!tLtOVt<p om. Euclid group; and elsewhere.
Within the Euclid group, there are significam separative errors ~n Pari~in.us Sur~' 449'~ ad,dition of t0 (ante ~~w!tatL) in 183.1
and ItS omiSSIOn 0 'Y] tWV 0!tOLWV at 193.11. Pansmus Supp. 195
and Vaticanus 1346 share a number of omissions aB with marginal
corrections, and Parisinus Supp. 195 incorporates many of the
corrections in Vaticanus 1346 into its text; it is then likely that they
are gemelli. The only separative errors in Parisinus Supp. 195 and
Vaticanus 1346 against Vaticanus 1341 are these insignificant, accidemal omissions with marginal restorations. It is not then unlikely
that the hyparchetype of Parisinus Supp. 195 and Vaticanus 1346
was either copied from or corrected against Vaticanus 1341, although it is equally possible that the hyparchetye of Parisinus
Supp. 195 and Vaticanus 1346 and Vaticanus 1341 were copied
from (and Parisinus Supp. 195 and Vaticanus 1346 corrected
against) the same archetype. In either case, Vaticanus 1341 is the
manuscript to be collated for the text of the treatise.
5) Cf. Jan LXXIV and 175.
6) The attributions 10 Pappus, Cleonides, and 'Zosimus' in the other manuscripts each serve 10 identify three separate manuscript groupings; other significant
errors show this 10 be so. The manuscripts attributed 10 Euclid or Anonymous
have various subgroups within each. Cf. supra, n. 3.
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Of the other two manuscripts, Lugdunensis 41 omits YEvOr; at
180.1 and makes other significant omissions at 180.18 (EVUAA.aS T(taELr; 180.19),181.9 (brei - cpMyym OE 181.10), and 194.7 (I-lEGWV
- bd 194.8), so Mediolanensis 768 is the only manuscript worthy
of further stemmatic consideration; 'Vulcanius' can be eliminated,
and the readings in Jan's apparatus which belonged to Vulcanius
are now corroborated by Mediolanensis 768. Other than the interpolations previously listed, this includes only the attribution in the
apparatus (at 179.1) to 'Avwvul-l0u.
I have given these two representative manuscripts,
Mediolanensis 768 and Vaticanus 1341, the sigla A and Q, the
former for Mediolanensis 786's attribution to Anonymous and for
'Ambrosianus', the latter for the Quintilian (Aristides Quintilianus) interpolations?). They share a number of readings against
all the other manuscripts which contain the dGuywyTj UQI-l0VLXij. In
addition to those listed supra (187.20,188.1-188.2,201.6,203.11),
these include 179.7 post GUGTljWlTWV transp. nEQi yEvwv; 179.9 ante
cpMyyor; add. titulum nEQi cpMyywv (A) [cpMyyou Q] xui TWV
AOLJtWV; 180.2 GUGTljl-lU - GUYXELI-lEVOV (ante YEVOr; 180.1) transp.;
180.15 acpuvwr;] acpuvEir;; 181.4 0SUTljr; I-lEV oilv EGU tO; 182.4 dmv
oilv 0[; 186.9 ante I-lwonuxvm add. Eh' oilv änuxvm; 189.10 I-lEAOr;]
I-lEYE1'tor; (olim A); 190.15 ante [GOV add. aGUv1'tEtOV OLlXGTljl-lU et H')
Dm.; 192.20 TWGUQWV] TEGGUQU; 194.18 YUQ EV ulm!>] YUQ; and
199.7 OE aA.6ywv äAOYU] OE äAOYU' ES aA.6ywv. All of these readings
should be included in a revised apparatus criticus 8).
The readings peculiar to Q are clearly (usually intelligent)
conjectures, e. g. 198.20 (Eß00I-l0V). The scribe of Q reveals some
with
Greek
musicological
terminology
at
familiarity
184.15-184.18, 184.20-184.22, 185.1-185.3, and 185.7-185.9 by
impatiently abbreviating the names of the notes, substituting ALxuvor; I-lEGWV OLUTOVOr;, XQWI-luuxij, EVUQI-l0VWr; for the regular ALxuvor; I-lEGWV OLUTOVOr;, ALXUVOr; I-lEGWV XQWI-luuxij, ALXUVOr; I-lEGWV
EVUQI-lOVwr;. Because of this prior acquaintance with the subject

7) The siglum E for Euclid would not have distinguished this manuscript
from the other twenty which attributed the treatise to Euclid and most of which
belong to a different manuscript grouping, and Jan has already used the siglum V
for Vaticanus gr. 191 (fol. 291v-295r);Jan labeled fol. 392v-395r of the same codex
W.
8) J an did, it should be pointed out, see an affiliation between Lugdunensis
41, Paris. Supp. 449, and the Possevinus manuscript, but he failed to differentiate
between the two groups; cf. LXXIV.
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matter, Q probably intentionally increases the omiSSIOn at
196.20-197.3 to encompass the entire sentence, so that he can
avoid the confusion.
A and Q must have had a common hyparchetype which contained the interpolations and numerous significant errors listed
supra. It may be that this hyparchetype was affiliated with the
hyparchetype of MI, one of the second hands in Venetus Marcianus app. cl. gr. VII3 (= Coll. 1347), which contains excerpts
from book I of Aristides Quintilianus written in the margins of the
Cleonides treatise. Winnington-Ingram 9) points out that the excerpts do not by and large parallel those found in the six manuscripts described in this paper, yet the presence of the Cleonides
and Aristides treatises in such proximity suggests that there may
have been some affiliation by the fourteenth century, the date of
the correcting hand in M. In fact, the hyparchetypes of MI and of
A and Q do not seem to be quite so unrelated as they may at first
appear. Of the major Aristides interpolations found in the hyparchetype of A and Q, the interpolation after 185.15, a passage
which has just defined, described, and listed cp{}OyyOL, is from
Aristides 8.3-9.11, a passage which defines and lists cpMyyOL, and
this Aristides passage is found precisely on the folios (2 b_3 a ) which
contain the relevant Cleonides cp{}OYYOL passage 10 ). The interpolation after 190.11, a passage which has mentioned the term Ö(E<JL~,
is from Aristides 12.6-12.10, Aristides' description of Ö(EOL~, but
Mt here had already presented this passage in the margins of the
folio (3b) in which the Cleonides treatise had made an earlier mention of the term Ö(EOL~ (187.17)11). The interpolation after 186.21,
a passage describing the Jtuxvov, is from Aristides 9.15-10.15,
Aristides' description of the Jtuxvov, and in the margins of this
folio (3 b) are found the Aristides passages surrounding 9.15-10.15
(the end of 8.3-9.13, 10.16-10.23, 10.23-11.2, et al.); only and
preciselr, those lines of the Aristides interpolation (9.15-10.15) are
missing 2). If the hyparchetypes of MI and of A and Q are indeed
related, their common hyparchetype would predate Mt of the

9) Aristides Quintilianus De musica (Leipzig 1963) XI.
10) F. 2b : 183.4-185.11; f.3': 185.11-186.14.
11) M's version of Cleonides 190.11 is contained on folio 4b ; there MI
presents Aristides 20.1-22.16 (describing t6VOl).
12) Perhaps the omission was due to the fact that the lines had already been
interpolated in the hyparchetype.
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fourteenth century, Q of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, and
A of the sixteenth century. That this is so is suggested as well by a
number of significant conjunctive errors shared by A, Q,. and MI,
e. g. 186.22 EV - ÖL<hovo~ (187.2) om.; 187.8 post ÖL'tOVOV [ÖL<x'tOvov
A] add. l{lL'Y]IlLtOVLOV; 187.9 post ~IlUOVLOV add. ÖLWL~; 187.18 post
tOVO~ add. tQL'Y]IlUOVLOV; 196.6 IlEOOV] nQurrov Eni ta 6~u (Q corr.);
196.7 ante yEvWLV add. tljv 13 ); 198.14 post ÖE add. tIP; 198.7
nQw'tOv 1eßöollov; 198.22 tgL'tOVlnEllmov; 204.1 6~UtEgO~ - xaAEitm
(204.2)] 6 IlEV ßaQu~, Ö~ Mi LaOtLO~, 6 ÖE 6~u~ MIA: 6. Il. ß., 6. xai
LaOtL, xaAEitm, 6 öE 6~1J~ Q; and 206.4 öwot'Y]llanxoü (corr. A).
This same hyparchetype of A, Q, and MI seems also to have
been affiliated with the hyparchetype of the two correcting hands
in two twelfth-century manuscripts uncollated by lan, C and P
(Cl and Pi) both from Vaticanus gr. 2338 14 ). All five manuscripts
AQMIP1C l omit &ooov at 205.15, C1A share the omission oftovotJ
at 190.14, op1et share the omission of <'mm'}oü~ - aouv1'tE'tOV
(201.22) at 201.20 f. (A corr.), pletQ share the addition of 6 at
203.7 (A corr.), and AQMIPIC l alone share EIlIlEAEi:~ ~ttOV i\ EXIlEAEi~ at 205.15, although this latter might be the correct reading
(by omitting the preceding &ooov). The following stemma will
illustrate the affiliations and parentage of all these manuscripts.
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13) A lectio facilior deriving from a variety of subconscious error wh ich is
described in M. L. West, Textual Criticism and Editorial Technique (Stuttgart
1973) 18.
14) I have described this manuscript in another paper, Vaticanus gr. 2338
and the Eaaywy~ aQ!-lOVL)(~, Philologus 127 (1983) 247-253.
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U (Venetus Mareianus gr. 322, olim 711) shares all of the
same signifieant errors which already served to identify the group
AQM1P1C 1 under diseussion here (186.22, 187.8, 187.9, 187.18,
196.6,196.7,198.14,198.17,198.22,204.1, and 206.4), yet it also
shares a number of errors with PCM. The numerous manuseripts
for whieh U serves as archetype will be diseussed elsewhere 1S ).
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WHY DID WILAMOWITZ LEAVE BONN?
THE NEW EVIDENCE
I. The Problem
Ulrieh von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1848-1931) matrieulated at Bonn on 29 Oetober 1867. He exmatrieulated in absentia
on 27 Oetober 1869 1). He matrieulated at Berlin in Oetober 1869.
The preeise day is not reeoverable from the evidenee known to me.
He exmatrieulated 14 July 18702 ). Why did he leave Bonn where
he exeelled and was the center of adoring friends to write a dissertation with a man who taught hirn nothing and with whom he
spoke only six times 3)? Wilamowitz writes 4 ):

Ich war 1869 erst kurze Zeit von meiner Moselreise in die
Heimat zurückgekehrt, da kam die Kunde daß lahn am
9. September in Göttingen gestorben war. Ich verfaßte sofort
15) For the present it is sufficient to point out that it is the hyparchetype for
almost all the other manuscripts wh ich contain versions of the treatise attributed to
Euclid.
1) The dates are from contemporary documents in the University Archive at
Bonn.
2) The dates are from Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Erinnerungen
1848-19W (Leipzig 1929) 84.
3) Erinnerungen 2 , 98 and Mommsen und Wilamowitz Briefwechsel
1872-1903, edd. Hiller and Dorothea Hiller von Gaertringen (Berlin 1935) 13.
4) Erinnerungen 2, 96.

